JAPANESE FEMALE NAMES OF

TO-DAY.

By Mr. Suzuki Sakaye.

This paper, primarily intended as a review of Lafcadio Hearn's

essay on the same subject, was originally written in the form of a

letter addressed to Mr. Harper Curtis, who submitted it to the

Publications Committee in 1916. It is now printed with the

Author's consent, after revision and slight editing, in the hope that

it will prove of general interest.—[Ed.]
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(2)

JAPANESE FEMALE NAMES OF

TO-DAY.

By Mr. S. Suzuki.

The following paper has been written as a commentary upon

the essay on Japanese female names, published by the late

Lafcadio Hearn in his book "Shadowings."

The first thing which I wish to discuss is the influence of

the Chinese characters upon the Japanese mind. These

characters, together with the Chinese civilization, were intro-

duced into Japan more than a dozen centuries ago and

gradually became naturalized. There are now two or three,

and sometimes more, Japanese pronunciations of these

characters different from their modern Chinese sounds. There

are many Japanese combinations of the characters, and in

a few cases these have acquired new meanings unknown to

the Chinese. Besides, there are a number of characters of

Japanese invention.

Many thousands of these characters are still part and

parcel of the Japanese language. They are used in Japanese

writing side by side with the Japanese kana.

In these circumstances, it is a very difficult task for those

who do not understand Chinese characters to comprehend

thoroughly the Japanese language and Japanese sentiment,

and Lafcadio Hearn apparently experienced that difficulty,

especially when dealing with such a subject as Japanese

personal names; consequently in the study of these names

I shall make frequent reference to "Shadowings," which con-

tains a few not unnatural misconceptions, mostly attributable

to the above-suggested difficulty, but in no way detracting
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from Lafcadio Hearn's literary merit.

(3)

Lafcadio Hearn used the term Yobina as signifying "per-

sonal name." Literally, yobi means "to call" and na, "name."

Yobina 1^ therefore, signifies "a name by which a person

is called."

Until the end of the feudal age, people had very often

more than one personal name. For instance, among the

Samurai class of people, the single name given to a boy at

birth had a rather commonplace sound, and consisted of com-

paratively simple characters. On the occasion of Gempuku

yt flU (a formal "coming-of-age" ceremony) he acquired

another name, having what I may term an elaborate sound

and very frequently consisting of characters derived from the

names of his ancestors. The earlier name is termed Tsusho

or Yobina, as distinct from the latter which is called

Nanori ^fe. The Tsusho or Yobina continued to be his

personal name for family use even after Gempuku.

The Yobina proper does not exist nowadays, as people

have only one personal name, and, even when some person has

illegally adopted a second name, such name is termed Tsusho

but not Yobina.

I think Yobina in Hearn's book must be replaced by Na

%x or Namae % $f when the personal name is intended.

The famous writer in question wisely avoided dwelling

too long on Geimyo j£ or professional names, and I shall

follow his example by confining my present study to the legal

names of Japanese females of the present day.

It is necessary to make some preliminary remarks on the

customary and legal procedures in respect of personal names.

A new-born child goes without any formal name for seven
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days. On the seventh day its name is formally given by its

parents or other relatives. Generally, the name, which is

fixed beforehand—often before birth—is written on a sheet of

white paper Hosho ^ ^ on the seventh day, and announced

to the nearest relatives and friends, who are invited to a dinner

for the celebration of Natsuke (or name-giving).

The law requires the birth and name of every child to be

registered within ten days. A girl's name may be inscribed

on the registration paper either in a Chinese character or

characters, or in one of the two sets of the Japanese Kana

(4)

4gi Once registered, the name must be adhered to

throughout life in all official and legal papers, in the particular

style of writing originally adopted. This is one of the special

features of girls' personal names, the family name (as also the

male personal name) being, practically without any exception,

written in Chinese script. But when a girl's name is regis-

tered in Kana, she is at liberty to select any of the Chinese

characters with similar sound and sentimental significance for

any informal use, and she may sign or be addressed likewise

in ordinary letters. Similarly, a lady with a name registered

in Chinese characters may sign in Kana and be addressed in

the same way, if she pleases, in all cases other than legal or

official.

Some people now add Ko to a girl's name when

registering it, in which case the name must always be written

with that suffix in legal and other formal papers. The

meaning and nature of "ko," I shall discuss towards the end

of this paper.

When a girl's name is represented by Chinese characters,

it is not generally difficult to find its literal or even its

intended meaning. On the other hand, if it is in either of

the two sets of the Kana, we are sometimes at a loss to

understand what is meant, because there are many homonyms

among the personal names, although some are of such sort

that we can easily surmise the character or characters repre-

sented by the Kana constituting those names.

As examples of homonymy in Japanese female names,

Lafcadio Hearn instances the following:

Banka mint-plant f$ or evening-haze B£ jg.
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Nochi future or descendant

Yuka precious thing {g, or floor |£.

These do not seem to me suitable examples. Moreover Banka

does not mean "mint-plant," the Japanese name for which is

Hakka. These three examples are not merely not personal

names at all, but the significances suggested are not quite

correct.

Ai love or indigo-blue f£.

Cho butterfly !^, or superior H, or long

t.i sagacious Hi, or blooming ££.

Kei rapture (? ), or reverence ffi.

(5)

Sato native-home Jl, or sugar

Taka tall j^, or honourable or falcon J£|.

Toshi year or arrow-head (?).

Of these, Cho, £i, and Taka are passable as examples, but

there are no personal names meaning "indigo-blue," "rapture,"

"sugar," or "arrow-head," and we can ignore these meanings

so far as the present study of female names is concerned.

I shall presently add a small list of such homonymous

names.

I pass now to a consideration of names selected by the

givers, that is to say, to the ideas in the giver's mind when

selecting personal names.

The majority of names signifying virtues, fortune, and

health are given with a hope of the child being brought up in

an ideal way, and they indicate generally what has been the

idea in the mind of those who selected that name as to the

future of the child. As Lafcadio Hearn pointed out, by far

the greater number of Japanese female names come under this

category.

Aside from the above, there are various associations which

are taken into consideration when selecting a child's name,

among these being:

1. Order of birth.

2. Place of birth.

3. Time of birth.

4. Name of relatives, ancestors, or others whom the giver

may admire.

A few remarks on these four considerations may be of

interest.
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I. Order of Birth.

By way of instance, Hatsu (first) is usually the name

of the first daughter, while Tsugi ^ (next) is that of the

second. Rather quaint examples are Tome @ (stop) and Sue

t£ (last), which are sometimes given to a girl when her

parents do not wish to have any more children. This kind of

name is very rare among the upper classes, since they are

naturally not so concerned as to the size of their families.

(6)

The numerals used as names refer mostly to the order of

birth.*

II. Place of Birth.

The name (or a part of the name) of the place (province,

county, town, village, etc.) where a child is born frequently

forms its name. The name of a mountain, river, sea, castle,

etc., situated near to the place of birth, is also sometimes

considered and chosen.

Not only the place of birth, but any other places which

may have some association with the family, are taken into

consideration when selecting a child's name.

Fuji i is considered an appropriate and pleasing name

for girls born near to that beloved and beautiful mountain;

Tone ^1] fft, for girls whose birth places are in the littoral of

the great river of the same name. Hama g[ (beach) may be

the name of a Yokohama $| g[ girl, and Saki j$ (cape or

point) that of a Nagasaki H $ girl.

III. Time of Birth.

Each of the four seasons of the year forms an elegant name

for girls, and frequently refers to the time of her birth; likewise

* There are many male names which denote the order of birth.

The most common forms are as follows:

A.

B.

First.

.. Ichi -

.. Ichiro — BP.

Second

.. Ji ^ or

Third
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.. Jiro — El! or 3?

.. San or ZoH ..

. Saburo H BR.

Fourth

.. Shi a

.. ShirofflgR.

Fifth

.. Go I or ffi

.. GoroiBR.

Sixth

Roku ^ or Si .

.. Rokuro A BR.

Seventh

.. Shichi -b

.. Shichiro-b BR.

Eighth

.. Hachi A

.. HachiroABR.

Ninth

.. KuA

.. KuroABR.

Tenth

.. Jui-

.. Juro + BR.

Among the numerals in column " A " only Ichi — can be used as a

personal name with pronunciation of Hajime, and others are used

with other character or characters as a prefix or a suffix. The

commonest suffix is Ro BR, and the names in column "B" are all

very common. They can also have a prefix or a suffix, and thus

form various other names. These numerals generally refer to the

order of birth, but not necessarily: e.g. a second son may be called

Kuro or Juro.

(7)

the name of a flower which blooms in the season when she

was born may be selected as her personal name.

Year, month, day, etc., sometimes form a girl's name." For

instance, Fumi ZL (two and three) may indicate that the

owner's birthday is on the twenty-third day of a certain

month, or on the third day of February of a certain year, or in

the twenty-third year of a certain era; and Iso 3l + (five and

ten i.e. fifty) may be the name of a girl who is born on the

tenth day of May of a certain year, or when her father was

fifty years of age.

Besides, there are very curious customs of counting the

year, month, and day. They are Junishi -\- ZL (consisting

of twelve orders), Jikkan -J- (consisting of ten orders), Kyusei

% J| (nine stars), and Shichisei | ft (seven natures).

The last is what Lafcadio Hearn called Sei ft, but this

character should be pronounced sho when single, and as sei

only when with some prefix like shichi -fc (seven).

IV. Name of Relatives, Ancestors, or others whom the

giver may admire.

This being, as I understand, a point considered also in

Europe when selecting a child's name, no explanation appears

to be required.

I propose now to consider the female name from its

external form and sound.

At the outset, the Japanese Kana must be well understood.

The Kana is not the letter but the syllable representing a

sound. The Japanese syllables represented by Kana are not

always the same as the English syllables. They are syllables

consisting of a vowel or ending with a vowel. There is a
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• Kana with n sound, but this is the only exception. It follows

that to express a syllable ending with n, at least two Kana

are to be employed, the last being a Kana of n sound.

Likewise, syllables beginning with ch, ky or sh, and ending

with a vowel other than i, or syllables ending with a con-

sonant, can only be represented by two or more Kana.

From a broad survey of Japanese female names, it appears

that nine out of every ten females have names of two Kana

sounds representing a single Chinese character. Besides this

(8)

regular form of female names, there are irregular forms, some

of which are as follows:

I. Names with two Kan a sounds but representing

two Chinese characters.

A. With common suffixes:

dzu or tsu meaning

Chidzu ^ thousand cranes.

Kadzu ^ ^ lucky crane.

meaning "branch," fll

blessing "), as in

'crane "), as

Tadzu [S $

field crane.

ye u

inlet," fr "fold," or

-1

Chiye =f- etc., thousand branches, etc.

Miye etc., three branches, etc.

'Yaye A. $c., etc., eight branches, etc.

yo (ft meaning " generation "), as in

Chiyo =f- ft thousand genera-

tions.

Kayo jf£ ft lucky generation.

Kiyo H or § tortoise, or

delightful generation.

B. Others:

Chiye 3f 3g wisdom.

Ftiki jij; wealth and noble-

ness.
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Fuku wealth and

eternity.

Fumi ^ or ZL H wealth

and beauty, or two and

three.

Fuyo ^ ^ hibiscus mutabilis

or lotus.

Hide H tt} sun-rise.

Tayo £

tions.

Toyo

tion.

ft many genera-

ft rising genera-

^ rejoicing and

nobleness and

Kiku g

eternity.

Kimi j| H

beauty.

Michi H ^ three thousands.

Sayo /]'» night.

Tami J| abundance and

beauty.

Tofeii ^£ rising and eternity.

Tomi ^ rising and beauty.

Yuri ^ lily.

II. Names with three Kana sounds, representing

A. A single Chinese character, as in

Hisashi J| longevity.

Isao jU) or merit.

Kaoru |f£ fragrance.

Kyo, or ki-ya(o)-u jf£ metro-

polis.

Midori jjgfc or 2^ greenness.

Misao $1 chastity.

Miyuki royal visit.

Sakura 1§£ cherry.

Shun, or shi-yu-n{% excellence.

(9)

Kyo (§r 5) and Shun ( L ^ A/) are both monosyllabic,

according to the English sense, but it is necessary to use three

Kana as above. Kyo may also be written with two Kana, ke

k) and fu ^.

B. Two Chinese characters:

Most of the names coming under this heading have one

character which is common to many such names, and we can

treat it as a kind of suffix. The following are examples:

Suffixes no ye yo

Literal meaning §f field ft branch, ft generation

JI inlet,

Fumi 3t (literature) ... Fumino

Fusa J§ (tassel) ... ... Fusano

Hana jfc (flower) ... ... Hanano

Haru ^ (spring) ... ... Haruno

Hide |fr (excellence) ... Hideno

Hisa ^ (eternity)... ... Hisano

Kami H (tortoise) ... Kameno

Kiku $j (chrysanthemum) Kikuno

Kimi (royalty) ... ... Kimino

Matsu 1& (pine) ... ... Matsuno

Michi jj| (way) ... ... Michino

Mitsu % (brilliancy) ... Mitsuno

Shidzu fjfJJ (peace) ... ... Shidzuno

Shige 3£ (prosperity) ... Shigeno

Sumi Jf£ (clearness) ... Sumino

Take ft (bamboo)... ... Takeno

Tama Jorge (jewel) ... Tamano

Tomi ^§f (wealth) ... ... Tomino
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Tsuru H (crane) ... ... Tsuruno

I]me (plum) ... ... Umeno

Yoshi (good, or luck) ... Yoshino

Yttki gf: (snow) ... ... Yukino

The foregoing No, ye, and yo are

and can form various other names with any disyllabic

characters. I have omitted from the above list Hideye,

Kameye, Shigeye as well as Yoshiyo. These are very rare,

being a repetition of syllable with e and o, and are not

regarded as having a pleasing sound as female names.

^ fold, or

blessing

Fumiye

Fusaye

Hanaye

Haruye

Hisaye

Kikuye

Kimiye

Matsuye

Michiye

Mitsuye

Shidzuye

Sumiye

Tamaye

Tomiye

Tsuruye

Yoshiye

Yukiye

Fumiyo

Fusayo

Hanayo

Haruyo

Hideyo

Hisayo

Kameyo

Kikuyo

Kimiyo

Matsuyo

Michiyo

( io )

Another suffix is o (meaning Jj| "tail," or fjfe "cord," as

in Nagao J% etc., long tail or cord. Shigeo ^ etc.,

prosperous tail or cord). They have, however, a rather

masculine sound, as o, (meaning "man" J§ or "male " iji,

or "masculine" is the commonest suffix for personal

names for men.

Apart from the names having a kind of suffix in themselves

there are very few with three Kana sounds and consisting of

two Chinese characters. The following are examples:

Sanaye ffi young rice plants. Yayoi ^ March.

C. Three Chinese characters:

Names consisting of three monosyllabic characters come

under this category. The majority of these are combinations

of a name belonging to No. i category, viz., names with two

Kana sounds representing two Chinese characters, with a

suffix, no, ye or yo. The following table includes some of such

names:

Chidzu ^ (thousand

cranes)

Chidzuno

Chidzuye

Chidzuyo

Chiye =f 1|f (thousand

branches, etc.)

Chiyeno

—

—

Fuki ^ jj; (wealth and

nobleness) ...

Fukiye

Fukiyo
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Fukino

Fuku ^ fh> (wealth and

eternity)

Fukuno

Fukuye

Fukuyo

Hide H Hi (sunrise)

Hideno

—

Hideyo

Kiku g J\ (rejoicing and

eternity)

Kikuno

Kikuye"

Kikuyo

Kimi =H (nobleness

and beauty)

Kimino

Kimiye

Kimiyo

Michi H f" (three

thousand) ...

Michino

Michiye

Michiyo

Tami £ jH (abundance

and beauty)

Tamino

Tamiye

Tamiyo

Toku f\ (rising and

eternity)

Tokono

Tokuye

Tokuyo

Tomi |§ (rising and

beauty)

Tomi no

( II )

III. Names with four (or more than four)

Kana sounds

are very rare, and are almost negligible in a general study.

Sutematsu abandoned pine), the name of Princess

Oyama, wife of a late famous Field Marshal, is the only

example I can mention offhand. One of Lafcadio Hearn's

lists has Akasuke (Iffii ft}) the bright helper) and Umegaye

(tfe y tJt plum branch). These are suitable for professional

names, such as are assumed by Geisha girls, but I cannot

agree with him in treating them as names in ordinary use.

The female name is, of course, a proper name itself from

the grammatical point of view, but what part of speech it

represents in its literal interpretation is another question.

The chief source of supply of characters is the Noun.

At a casual glance, there are many names which come

from verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; but, if we go into the

matter a little farther, we shall soon find that most of these

names represent the root of a word and not a word itself.

By way of explanation, I instance the name Taka j^. Taka

is a root of various words denoting "height," and the

following are derived from it:

Takai, or Takafei (adjective), high. Takau, or Takafew

(adverb), highly, or high. Takameru, or Takamuru (verb,

trans.), to raise. TakautmrH, or Takawiarw (verb, int.), to rise.

Takasa (noun), height.

It is therefore not right to take Taka and like roots as

belonging to any particular part of speech ; but for convenience

I shall treat such roots as if they were abstract nouns.

I. Common Nouns.
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A. Plants, flowers, etc.

a. Constituting parts:

Ben petal. Hana flower. Miki trunk.

Ben is comparatively rare, while the other two are very

commonly found. Sane j| (fruit seed) is given by Lafcadio

Hearn, but this is far from being suitable as a female name.

The sound is most unpleasing to the Japanese.

( 12 )

b. Flower plants:

Fuyo ^ ^ hibiscus mutabilis

Fuji $j| wistaria.

Ran [$ orchid

Ren jfi lotus.

or lotus.

Sakura cherry.

Hagi lespedeza bicolor.

Kiku %j chrysanthemum.

Ume ^ plum.

Yuri gf & lily

Momo jjjfc peach.

Fuyo, Hagi and Sakura are rare, but seem coming into

vogue of late. Ran, Ren and Yuri are romantic and aristo-

cratic. Ume is very common. Ume, as also Matsu (pine),

and Take (bamboo), is used for the New Year decorations.

Its own significance is "pioneering " and "painstaking," as it

blooms in the earliest part of the year, through frost and cold

and in advance of all other flowers. Umegaye (plum branch),

given by Lafcadio Hearn, has already been referred to.

There are many other favourite flowers of Japan, but, on

account of their unsuitable sound or for some other reason,

their names are not chosen for girls. Botan !j£ ^J- (peony),

Ayame || ^ (iris), and Azami jjj (thistle flower) are examples,

but it is only for professional purposes that they are considered

suitable.

c. Evergreen trees, etc.:

Maki ijfijt. podocarpus chinensis. Sugi cedar.

Matsu pine. Take Yf bamboo.
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All these are common. They represent "health" and

"constancy," while Sugi means also "straightforwardness"

and Take "frankness." A certain kind of bamboo is not

evergreen.

d. Other plants:

Asa HjL hemp. Sanae ifi young rice plant.

Fuki "|£ petasites japonicus. Shino tffe slender bamboo.

Ine ^ rice plant. Tsuta ivy.

Kuwa ^ mulberry tree.

Asa stands for "straightforwardness." Kuwa gives its

leaves as feeding stuff for silkworms and its wood as material

for furniture. Fuki is used by reason of its pleasing sound,

having " wealth and nobleness" as its homonym (see page 10).

Lafcadio Hearn gives Kuri (chestnut), but I have never heard

it used as a personal name. The chestnut flower is not

admired in Japan as in this country, while, on account of

( 13 )

the thorny burr of its fruit, Kuri is not at all suitable for a

girl's name. I do not think there is any name representing

fruit. Momo (peach), Ume (plum), and Sakura (cherry) are

used as girl-names because of their beautiful flowers, and not

with reference to the fruits themselves. Lafcadio Hearn's lists

also include the following:

Nara oak, which is impossible as a girl's name on account

of its displeasing sound; Kaya ^ rush, Suge ^ reed, both

very rare; and also Kayede maple; and Wakana ^

young vegetable, which are suitable for professional names

only.

B. Living creatures:

a. Birds:

Taka hawk. Tori JH bird or hen. Tsuru crane.

It is very strange that Taka and Tsuru are the only names

of birds which are commonly used for girls. Tsuru is supposed

to live for a thousand years, and, as also Kami (tortoise),

which is said to live for ten thousand years, is a symbol of

"long life." The character for Tsuru can be monosyllabically

pronounced as dzu (or tsu), and forms such names as Chidzu,

Kadzu, and Tadzu, which have already been explained.

Washi (eagle), given by Lafcadio Hearn, is next to im-

possible as a girl's name.

b. Quadrupeds:

Koma ffj) pony. Shika jj| deer.

Kuma $| bear. Tora tiger.

All names under this heading are very vulgar. Ushi (cow),

given by Lafcadio Hearn, is very rare. So is Uma (horse).

c. Others:
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Cho jjsH butterfly. Kame ^ tortoise.

Ryo f| dragon, also read Ryu and Tatsu.

Cho is the only insect which forms a girl's name. To

express this character we use two Kana, te X and fu J^,

for Cho.

Kame has a rather vulgar sound, but the same character

can be pronounced as ki, which forms with other characters

such names as Kiyo (tortoise generation), Kiku (tortoise

eternity), etc. Ryo, Ryu, and Tarsw are all different pro-

( 14 )

nunciations of the same character. Dragon is a mythological

and imaginary creature, and its accepted sense is "promotion

in social life."

The names of the different varieties of fish are not generally

used. Lafcadio Hearn's lists contain Koi ftl (carp), Tai $9

(bream) and Tako (cuttle-fish), but I do not think there is

any ordinary girl bearing such a name, although some

professional girls have Koi as their public name.

C. Geographical (natural) terms:

Hama f£ beach. Sawa f£ marsh.

Iso shore. Saki cape or point.

Kishi beach. Shima ^ island.

Mine or peak. Taki $g water-fall.

Oki fkji offing. Tani # or valley.

Rin ft. woods, forest. Yama fjj mountain.

These are quite nice names, although Oki and Yama are

rather rare. Lafcadio Hearn includes Numa ffj (marsh) and

Riku fjij? (land), but neither is commonly met with.

D. Astronomical and like terms:

Hide 0 {f{ sunrise. Tsuki ^ moon.

Kita north. Tsuyu Jfc dew.

Shimo |§ frost. Yuki ff: snow.

Kita is the only cardinal point used as a female name.

Lafcadio Hearn gives Kaze J^, (wind), Mina $j (south), and

Nishi |l} (west), but I cannot find these names in use.

Tsuki is probably too aesthetic. All the others in list (D)

are highly approved names.

E. Political and social terms:

Ichi "ffj mart, or town. Sato JH hamlet, or native
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Kimi or Q ruler or lord. place.

Kuni [j§ or country,or state. Seki P toll-gate.

Kyo ]^ capital, or metropolis. Sono H| garden.

Alachi H]" town, or street. Tami Jj; ruled, or people.

Michi 3^ way, or road. Tomo friend.

Mura jft village. Tsuma ^ wife.

Besides the above, there are Mon (gate), Kata jj

(worthy person) and Ren Jjj^ (arranger), but I cannot agree

with Lafcadio Hearn that Mon really exists as a female name,

( i5 )

and I cannot trace a character Kata with the significance of

"worthy person," nor a character Ren for " arranger."

F. Household and other objects:

Fude 3pE writing brush. Kyo §fc mirror.

Fune ft boat, or vessel. Shina St articles.

Fusa jf§ tassel. Suzu small bell.

Hina jj| a kind of doll. Tama 3« or gfc jewel.

Kama |£ kettle. Tamaki 3g ring.

Kama f£ sickle. Tusru jjj£ bow-string.

Koto Wfi harp. Fwrni £j bow.

Lafcadio Hearn gives Kagami (mirror), Kazashi jj$

(hair-pin), and Takara jj (treasure), but I do not think these

are used as names. Kyo, as already stated, is another pro-

nunciation of the character meaning Kagami (mirror), and

forms a very pleasing name. "Mirror" represents "married

life," and hakyo, fj£ j£ literally "broken mirror," means a

divorce.

II. Material Nouns.

A. Minerals:

Gin f|£ silver. Kin gold.

Ishi stone. Ruri Ift/ f$J emerald.

Iwa ^ rock. Tetsu |jj iron.

Kane metal.

Beside these, Hearn gives the meanings Seki 7£\ (stone),

Shiwo J| (salt), and Suzu £§ (tin), which are almost non-

existent. Ishi, as stated, is a commonly used pronunciation of

the character Seki, whilst Shiwo j$j or $r meaning "tide,"

and Suzu meaning "small bell," are also found.

B. Other materials:
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Aya jft damask cloth. Kinu j£ silk.

Ito jfc thread. Nui jg| embroidery.

Kin 38 gold-threaded silk Tane fig seeds,

cloth. Yone rice-seeds.

Kome (rice) is given by Lafcadio Hearn. The same

character is without exception sounded as Yone, as stated,

when used as or in a personal name, female or male, and not

as Kome. He also mentions Sato ifj$ |f (sugar), but I have

never heard of this name.

( 16 )

III. Abstract Nouns.

As I have said before, the majority of Japanese female

names come under this heading, and they may be classified as

follows:

A. Human virtues, etc.:

Ai J£ love.

Atsu kindheartedness.

Chiye wisdom.

Hide 3§? or ^ excellence.

Jun $£ purity.

Jun Jfljf obedience.

Ken Jlf wiseness.

Ken U£ modesty.

Kei ^[ respect.

Ko j£ filial piety.

Kyo ^Jf modesty.

Masa jE righteousness.

Misao H chastity.

Nao }§£ straightforwardness.

Nobu ff| faithfulness, or

friendship.

Ret politeness.

Rin f& virtue.

Sada j| chastity.

Setsu fjj fidelity.

Shin truth.

Shin (same character as Nobu).

Shun excellence.

Tada fa loyalty.
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Tei (same character as Sada).

Toku virtue.

Toshi f$L alertness.

Toshi (same character as Shun).

Yoshi jjx chastity.

Yoshi good.

Yoshi justice.

Yu J% courage.

B. Condition of life and other qualities:

Cho ffc seniority. Nobu JjE prolongation.

Fuki ^ jfj; wealth and noble- Raku *g pleasure, or easiness.

ness. Riki jj power.

Fuku ill,',', fortune. Ryu rising.

Fuku "§£ f\ wealth and Sachi ^ luck, or happiness.

eternity. Sakaye prosperity.

Hisashi H longevity. Set (same character as Kiyo).

Hiro J( broadness. Sei ffi essence.

Katsu $f victory. Sei power, or influence.

Kichi ^ luck. Shidzu peace.

Kimi j|; 31 nobleness and Shigc ^ prosperity.

beauty. Taka jfij height.

Kiyo ff| cleanness. Taye $ exquisiteness.

Masu j$ increase. Teru brilliancy.

Mitsu jfc brilliancy. Toyo abundance.

Mitsu $j satisfaction. Tsuya gjjj beauty.

Naga & length. Waka ^ youth.

( 17 )

Yasu £ tranquillity. Yen (same character as Tsuya).

Yen [J roundness, or ami- Yetsu tft delight.

ability. Yutaka (same character as

Yen (same character as Nobu). Toyo).

C. Order and numerals:

Cho Jffc billion. Michi H ^ three thousand.

Fumi ZL H two and three. Mina H -fc three and seven.

Han ^ half. Momo "gj hundred.

Hatsu first. Naka middle.

Ichi — one, or first. Roku six, or sixth.

Iku jj£ a certain number, or San H three, or third.

"how many." Shichi -fc seven, or seventh.

Iso 3£ -f- fifty. Suye ^ last.

Iwo 3l "gf five hundred. Tome @ stop.

Kadzu Jj[ number. Tsugi 3j£ next.

Kadzu (same character as Ichi). Yaso A -f- eighty.

Man ten thousand. Yawo A W eight hundred.

Besides the forgoing, Chi =f- (thousand), Aft H (three),

Af ichi H ^ (three thousand) and Yachi A T (eight thousand),

form female names with suffix-like characters such as Ye and

Yo, as already referred to. Most of the names in the above

list are, strictly speaking, adjectives, but I have for convenience'

sake treated them under the heading of abstract nouns.

D. Time:

Aki ffc autumn. Natsu J£ summer.

Asa $j morning. Sayo /J> night.

Fuyu winter. Shun (same character asHaru).

Haru spring. Toki |# time.

Hide B ttj sun-rise. Toshi year.
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Ima ^ present time. Tsune ffi or <(M constancy.

Yoi, given by Lafcadio Hearn, is too romantic as a name

of an ordinary girl. It means " evening."

E. Colours:

Kon jUJ" ultramarine. Midori green.

It may appear strange that other standard colours, such as

Aka ijjj; (red), Awo ^tf (blue), Kuro (black), and Shiro £j

(white), are not found among female names. The reason is

probably that Aka, Kuro and Shiro, together with Buchi

jf£ (piebald), are names commonly given to pet dogs, accord-

VOL. XV. C

( i8 )

ing to the colour of their fur, while Awo is a name often given

to horses.

F. Other abstract terms:

Asa shallowness.

Bun 3£ literature, civility, or

letter.

Den flU message.

Gen or jf£ source.

Hay a ijl quickness, or earliness.

Hisa ^ length of time, or

eternity.

Kaku j§ corner, or square.

Kaoru J| fragrance.

Karu lightness.

Kumi Jjg. set, or series.

Moto % origin.

Maru % roundness.

Oto "fff sound.

Rui 2gf sort, or kind.

Shin freshness.

Sumi p$ corner.

Sumi ffi cleanness.

Some pfe dying.

Uta SJfc ode.

Yori j|r| dependence.

These are very commonly found, but it is difficult to

explain how some of them came to be used as female names:

IV. Proper Nouns.

The following Names of Places are sometimes found as
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female names:

Aki £ J£ name of a province.

Iy° fJ* 5fl name of a province.

Fuji ^ name of a mountain.

Matsuye £C name of a town.

Mittsu ^ H name of a province.

Saga jf name of a town.

Suwa Hi U name of a lake.

Tone 5flJ jfft name of a river.

Yoshino pf ff name of a valley,

noted for cherry blossoms.

Matsuye (literally, "pine inlet " ) and Yoshino (literally,

"lucky field ") may have no connection with the places at

all, but may be used as they literally mean.

There are many other personal names derived from Names

of Places, but it is difficult for those not immediately con-

cerned to trace the connection of such names with those of

places.

Naniwa ^ 3£ (an ancient name for Osaka), which is

mentioned by Hearn, does not actually occur as an ordinary

female name.

Hearn instances some names as difficult to classify or

explain. It is quite true that some Japanese personal names

are beyond any possibility of proper interpretation as to their

literal and intended significance, but the majority of the

( 19 )

names so described by Lafcadio Hearn are quite plain to us

Japanese, and I have already classified these as far as

practicable.

The following are some examples of names which have

rather puzzling significance:

Nao Jjf| an adverb, meaning " still more," " again," etc.

Mata X an adverb, meaning " again," " twice," etc.

Tada PfE an adverb, meaning " only," " solely," etc.

Saku ffi a verb, meaning " to make," or a noun "work,"

etc.

Tame ;g$ a part of phrase, meaning "in order to," "for

the sake of," etc., or a noun, "serviceability."

Sute ffi a verb, meaning "to give up," or a verbial

adjective "abandoned."

Some of the above apparently came into use solely by

reason of their sound, having characters with pleasing

meaning as homonyms, and so on.

I have already pointed out whenever possible under

respective headings, what I venture to call mistakes made in

"Shadowings," but I now summarise them in the following

lists:

A. Names given by Lafcadio Hearn, but the existence of which

is very doubtful:

Aka jfc red.

Akasuke Iff; J#j bright helper.

An meeting.

Hachi A eight.

Hoshi i| star.

Jin super-excellence.
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Ju ~t* ten

Kaiyo Jg? forgiveness.

Kaku writing.

Kay a ^ rush.

Kazashi $ hair-pin.

Kaze wind.

Kiwa border.

Kuro black.

Kuru Jfe coming.

Mika H H new moon.

Mon ]"} gate.

Nabe jfa cooking-pan.

Nara Ife oak.

Nishi j§ west.

Numa marsh.

Rai § thunder.

Shiro £j white.

Shirushi fj] or proof.

Suge ^ reed.

Tai |IJ] bream.

Tako cuttle-fish.

Taru ffr cask.

Tsuka mile-stone, or grave.

Yotsu H four.

Washi $J eagle.

Yuku %y going.

( 20 )

B. Names given by Hearn with misapplied characters:

Ai should represent 36 "love," Suzu should represent £fr

not |£ " indigo." "small bell," not $g " tin."

Sato should represent jj| "vil- Shiwo should represent & or

lage," not © H " sugar." ffl "tide," not "salt."

C. Names given by Hearn with wrong pronunciations:

Chitsuru ^ $j} (thousand Seki 7fc (stone) should be

storks) should be Chidzu. Ishi.

Kagami $j£ (mirror) should Suki $J (fondness) should be

be Kyo. Yoshi.

Kome (rice) should be Yone. Tatsuru ffl £| (field stork)

Sane J| (fruit seed) should be should be Tadzu.

Jitsu.

D. Names suitable only for professional girls:

Ayame ]g fj| iris. Naniwa $i £ji an ancient

Azami thistle flower. name for Osaka.

Chidori ^ sanderlings. Takara treasure.

Chitose ^ "gfc thousand years. Tokiwa ffi eternity, or

Iro & colour. constancy.

Kaede maple tree. Tomiju ^ || wealth and

Koi fH carp. longevity.

Mame g_ beans. Umegaye j$ >j£ plum-tree

A/aso^o _H fine sand. branch.

Miyuki deep snow. Wakana £fe young veget-

Murasaki purple. able.

E. Names given by Hearn, but characters represented by them

untraceable:

Kata (?) worthy person. Ren (?) arranger.

Ko (?) chime. Toshi (?) arrow-head.
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Nyo (?), gem treasure.

Besides, there is a question of "homonyms" as well as

different pronunciations of the same character. The following

two lists will illustrate my meaning:

I. Homonyms.

Aki ffc autumn, brightness. *

Asa 1$ morning, g£ shallowness, hemp.

Haru )(a administration, ^ spring, JJJ} brightness.

Hide ffr excellence, ^ glory, prosperity, 0 [t{ sunrise.

( 21 )

Kimi lord, Q prince, ^ ifc nobleness and beauty.

Kin J$ gold-threaded cloth, ^ gold.

A'o 5j£ filial piety, happiness, ^ prince.

iVote ff| faith, $iE prolongation.

i?in woods, jfo human virtue.

Shin fg faith, 0f freshness, J|. truth.

Shun $P excellence, ^ spring.

Taka U hawk, j§J height.

Toshi ^ alertness, f$ excellence, year.

y« eternity, ^ prosperity, ^ excellence.

Fen fg beauty, JjE prolongation, [g| round.

Yoshi ]j[f luck, $f fondness, virtue, ^ fragrance.

The English renderings show the meaning of various

characters having the pronunciation that precedes.

II. Different Pronunciations of the same

Characters used as Names.

Beauty.read as Tsuya and also as Yen.

Excellence f$ read as Shun and also as Toshi.

Faith fft read as Nobu and also as Shin.

Happiness ^ read as A'o, Sachi and also as Yuki.

Luck ~pj read as Kichi and also as Yoshi.

Prolongation Jj§ read as Nobu and also as Yen.

Spring ^ read as Haru and also as Shun.

Finally, a few remarks with reference to the prefix "0"

and suffix "ko," both commonly used together with female

names.

Hearn apparently failed to grasp the true significance and

correct use of these additions to Japanese female names. He

describes "0" as an honorific prefix, but, at any rate
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nowadays, it is so only in a very limited sense. I may safely

assert that the use of "0" is now almost dispensed with

by the upper classes, unless addressing a subordinate, while

by the middle and lower classes " 0" is more widely used in

addressing a woman of the same social rank or a subordinate.

The suffix "ko" is also described by him as honorific, but

it is now almost an essential part of the name, and has no

honorific sense at all. It seems to have once had a certain

(«)

significance of honorific nature, since its use was limited to

the upper or the educated classes, but now any girl can add

"ko" to her name without impropriety.

According to Hearn, while a peasant girl is called

"O-Tomi-san " is ^ 3 hi, a lady of the same name is addresed

as "Tomiko" ^§f =$-. Tomiko is, however, not a correct form

of addressing a female of any class, unless she is inferior to, or

very familiar with, the addresser.

Honorific forms are now expressed by the addition of the

suffix "soma" ^ or "san" 5 /v, and the following table

(page 23) will be some sort of guide to the form of addressing

a woman in Japan.

Haru of two Kana sounds, and Haruye of three Kana

sounds are used as illustrations in the table (page 23). In (2),

(3), and (4) three separate lines are provided to show (a) forms

with "ko" suffixed, (fc) without any addition at all, and (c)

with "0 " prefixed, and Sama or san following.

It must be remembered that distinction of social classes

is sometimes very vague in any country, and, therefore, the

examples should be regarded as merely a general suggestion

as to proper style of addressing.

It will be noticed that " 0" and "ko" are never used with

names of tri-syllabic sounds, but they can be used with names

of three Kana sounds if they have mono-syllabic or di-syllabic

pronunciations. I have lately heard such a name as Sakura

© (cherry) used with "ko" suffixed. A girl with this name

may herself call Sakura-ko and be addressed as Sakura-ko-sama

(or san). This name is quite new, and, indeed, is the only

exception I can find to the above rule.
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Hearn obtained access to a list of the students of the

Peerage Girl School in Tokio, and scheduled many of the

names as aristocratic; but in my opinion, the good taste or

the "class" of personal names is really a matter of mental

association. For instance, the appearance of a lady with a

comparatively common name in the highest rank of society

may raise the status of that particular name; while, on the

contrary, should a woman be publicly known as an immoral

or disgraceful character, her name may acquire such disfavour

CLASSES.

Haruye-san

Haruye-san

Haruye-san

Haruye

Haruye

IN LOWER

O-Haru-san

O-Haru-san

O-Haru-san

Haru

O-Haru

Haru

O-Haru

CLASSES.

Haruye-san

Haruye-san

Haruye-san

Haruye

Haruye

IN MIDDLE

Haru-ko-san

Haru-ko-san

O-Haru-san

Haru-ko-san

O-Haru-san

Haru-san

Haru-san

Haru-ko

O-Haru
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Haru

O-Haru

Haruye-sama

Haruye-sama

Haru

CLASSES.

Haruye-san

Haruye-san

Haruye

IN UPPER

Haru-ko-sama

Haru-ko-sama

Haru-sama

Haruko-san

Haru-san

f Haru-ko

j Haru

Haru

O-Haru

\

4. To the maid, or like subordinates |

RELATIONS BETWEEN ADDRESSER AND

ADDRESSEE.

i. To the superior's daughters or his

(or her) relatives' or friends'

daughters

2. To elder sisters, or cousins, or

friends

3. To daughters, nieces, or younger

sisters, or cousins, or friends ...

.

(Chiefly by male addressers)...

( 24 )

that parents will refuse to give it to their daughters. It may,

therefore, be said that the quality of a personal name is

constantly changing. The aristocratic name of to-day may be

a vulgar or disgraced one of to-morrow, according to its

associations.

However, it is true that there are a number of names

such as

Aya m damask cloth. Rin jfa virtue.

Fuyo ^ hibiscus mutabilis Ruri Jjg ijtj emerald.

or lotus. Tamaki 31 ring.

Ran orchid. Yuri "g" fj- lily.

Ren 31 lotus.

These are not commonly used by the uneducated and lower

classes, and consequently might be looked upon as aristocratic

names.

As I have been unable to refer freely to Japanese works on

this subject, and have little more than only my own memory

and impressions to rely upon, my remarks on this subject of

Japanese names may be incomplete and not altogether

trustworthy, consequently I have ventured to compile these

notes with extreme diffidence.
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London, September, 1916.

